CONSTRUCTION UPDATE – TWO WEEK LOOK AHEAD: 3/28/16 to 4/04/16

- The excavation phase continues and is anticipated to last for the next several months. During the excavation work there will also be intermittent demolition of existing old foundations which will create noise. In addition to the excavation work and we will be installing drilled sheeting tie-backs and well points for site dewatering using the same equipment currently on site.
- Trucks hauling excavation material from the site will be increased to as many as 60 trucks per day. We will continue to clean the street at site and adjacent streets via continuous loops for street sweeper.

CONSTRUCTION WORK HOURS:

- Work hours will be per the City of Chicago allotted 8am-8pm time frame.
- Saturday work is planned during this phase.

EMERGENCY CONTACTS:

- Jay Baehr [Northwestern University], phone: 847-815-4732
- Brian Kittle [Northwestern University] phone 847-815-4708